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The purpose of this note is to present a proof of the Oka-Cartan-Kawai
Theorem B for the sheaf E® of germs of slowly increasing vector valued holomorphic functions over Cn=Dn x v/ — \Rn. It was in June 1979 that this
theorem was proved. Slightly afterward in the same year Junker proved it
independently by another method [5]. Since our method is simpler than the
Junker's, we report it here.

§ 1. The Sheaf ES
We denote by B" the radial compactification of R" in the sense of Kawai
[6], [7], and by Cn the space D" x X/^TH". We denote by £ a quasi-complete
locally convex topological vector space (LCTVS) (always assumed to be
HausdorfT) unless the contrary is explicitly mentioned, and by 0> = &E the family
of continuous seminorms of E defining a locally convex topology on E.
We now denote by E6 the sheafification of the presheaf {0(Q\ £)}, where,
for an open set Q in Cn, the module G(Q\ E) is defined as follows:
0(Q\ E) = {/E@(Q n C"; E)', for any positive & and any compact set K
in Q and any qe^, sup q(f(z))e~E\z\ < oo holds].
Here we denote by 0(Q n C" ; E) the module of all E-valued holomorphic
functions on the open set Q n Cn in C".
We call this sheaf E0 the sheaf of germs of slowly increasing E-valued
holomorphic functions.
It is easy to see that Ed\Cn = E@ holds, where E0 denotes the sheaf of germs
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of £-valued holomorphic functions over Cn, and that, for E = C, c@ = d holds,
where 0 is the sheaf of germs of slowly increasing holomorphic functions which
was defined by Kawai [6], [7].

§2. The Sheaf */
We recall the definition of the sheaf E$ of germs of slowly increasing Evalued C°°-functions following Junker [4],
We define E/ to be the sheafification of the presheaf {/(Q\ E)}, where,
for an open set Q in C", the module /(£>; E) is defined as follows:
/(Q; £) = {/e*f(£> nC"; E);for any positive e and any compact set K
in Q and any oceN2" and any ge^,
sup g(/ (a) (z))e~ £ '*I <oo
zeKHC"

holds}.
Here N=N[) {0} and &(Q n €"; E) is the module of £-valued C°°-functions on
the open set Q n C" in Cn. For E = C, we put
/=c/.
Proposition 2.1. Let Q be an open set in Cn.
Frechet space.
Proof.

Then /(Q) is a nuclear

See Junker [4], chapter III, Theorem 1.4.

Q. E. D.

Proposition 2.2. Let Q be an open set in Cn. Assume that E is a Frechet
space. Then we have the isomorphism /(Q; E)^/(Q)®E.
Proof.

See Junker [4], Chapter III, Theorem 1.6.

Proposition 2.3.

Q. E. D.

The sheaf E/ is soft.

Proof. Since E$ is obviously an <f-module, we have only to prove that
<T is soft by virtue of Theorem 9.12 of Bredon [1], Chapter II, p. 50. Since
any open set in Cn is paracompact, any closed subset K has a fundamental
system of paracompact neighborhoods. Now, let /e /(K). Then by Theorem
9.4 of Bredon [1], Chapter II, p. 48, there are a closed neighborhood K' of K
and /' e /(K') extending /. Since Cn is paracompact and normal, there is a
bounded C°° function g with bounded derivatives of any degree which is zero
on the boundary dK' of K' and 1 on K. The section gf: x^g(x)f(x) in /(Kf)
is zero on dK' and coincides with/on K. Thus gf, and hence/, can be extended
to C". Thus we have proved that the sheaf / is soft, which completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
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§ 3. The Dolbeaolt-Grothendieck
Here we construct a soft resolution of the sheaf E@p. First we introduce
some notations. Let J5" be a sheaf over C". Let Q be an open set in C". A
differential from / with coefficients in ^(Q) is said to be of type (p, q) if it can
be written in the from :
/=

Z

Z

f^jdzr^dzj,

\I\=P \J\ = 9

where I = (/ l 5 ..., ip) and J = ( J i 9 . » , j q ) are p-tuple and g-tuple of natural numbers
{!,..., n], respectively and we put
dzI = dz-l A ••• A dzip ,
dzj = d z j l A • • • A dzj ,
and take

Then we denote by ^p'q the sheaf of germs of differential forms of type (p,
with coefficients in ^ . We define the morphisms d, S of sheaves ^"p'9 :

as follows:
3/=Z

Z

Z

i=l |/|=p |J| =

5/=Z Z Z
i=i i / i = p |j|=«
We put j5-p = JTP.O

Then we have the following

Theorem 3-1 (Dolbeault-Grotheniieck resolution of E@P).
complete LCTVS. Then the sequence of sheaves over Cn
0 _ > E@P _ „ E/P>°

~d > E/P>I

s

Let E be a quasi-

>____L-> £ /P'» _ > 0

/s exact.
Proof.

The exactness of the sequence
0 _ > E<^p _ > E/P>°

is evident.

E

> £/^7'1

In fact, let Q be a relatively compact open set in Cn.

Let w E
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/p>°(Q; E) such that Su = 0. Then, if we write u in the from
u= X
\I\=P

we have
duI/dzj = Q, j = l, 2,..., n.
But this is the Cauchy-Riemann equation. Thus UT is holomorphic in Q n C".
The condition that ul is slowly increasing is already satisfied as the element of
/(Q\ E). Thus the exactness of the above sequence was proved.
Next we have to prove the exactness of the sequence
E

(fP'®

d

>

Egp,!

a

)

mmm

d

>

E£p,n _

>

Q

We will reason as in Hormander [2], p. 32. Thus it follows from the following
Lemma \. Let Q be a relatively compact open set in Cn. Let /e
/P,€+I(O; £) (pa q^Q) satisfy the condition Sf=Q. If Q' is a relatively compact open set in Q, we can find u E$p'q (Qf; E) with Su=f in Q'.
Proof of Lemma 1. We shall prove inductively that the Lemma is true if
/ does not involve dzk+1,..., dzn. This is trivial if /c = 0, for / must then be
zero since every term in /is of degree g + l>0 with respect to dz. For k = n,
the statement is identical to the Lemma. Assuming that it has already been
proved when k is replaced by k— 1, we write

where g£#p>q(Q; £), h E/p'q+1(Q; E) and g and h are independent of dzk,
..., dzn. Write
9=1,'

£' 0/.j<feiArfz,,

\I\=P\J\=q

where ]T' means that we sum only over increasing multi-indices. Since 5/=0,
we obtain

Thus glfj is holomorphic in these variables.
We now choose a solution G7jJ of the equation

To do so, we choose a bounded function i//eCo(Q) with bounded derivatives
of any degree so that i//(z) = 1 in a neighborhood Q" c Q of £?', and set
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..., zn)gj j(z i,..., z f c _ l 3 T. z k + 1 ,..., z n

Here ^fc denotes the vector ^ = (5^; j = = l , 2,..., n), <57-k denoting Kronecker's
5. The last expression shows that GImJ e /(Q\ E) by a simple estimate.
Here we prepare the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let co be a relatively compact open set in C whose boundary
da) consists of a finite number of C1 Jordan curves. Let u be a slowly increasing C1-function in a neighborhood of co. Then we have
(z-Cr 1 exp(-(z-0 2 Xz)dz
dco

+

(z-O^expC-Or-OWSz dzAdzl,

Ceco.

Here 8co is oriented so that co lies to the left of doj.
Lemma 3. // ju is a measure with compact support in C such that, for
any positive <5,

holds, the integral

defines a slowly increasing holomorphic function outside the support of u.
In any open set co where dfi = (2in)~l(j)dz A dz for some slowly increasing
Ck-function with compact support in CD, we know that u is a slowly increasing
Ck-function in co and satisfies the equation du/dz^cj) i/fe^l.
Then it follows from Lemma 3 that
SGItjldzk = glmJ
holds in Q", and we obtain by differentiating under the sign of integration

If we set
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it follows that in fi"

where h^ is independent of dzk,..., dzn. Hence h — hl=f—SG does not involve
dzk,..., dzn, so by the inductive hypothesis we can find ve/p'q(Q'; E) so that
Sv=f—SG there. But then u = v + G satisfies the equation du=f, which
completes the proof.
Q. E. D.
In case of E = C, we have the following
Corollary.

The sequence of sheaves over Cn.

0 _ > QP _ > /P>°

~d > /P>I

a

" > ...

g

> /P>" _ > 0

is exact.
§4

Oka-Cartan-Kawa! Theorem B

We can now prove the Oka-Cartan-Kawai Theorem B for the sheaf EG.
Theorem 4.1 (Oka-Cartan-Kawai Theorem B). Let E be a Frechet space.
For any d-pseudoconvex domain Q in Cn, we have Hp(Q, E&) = Q (p^l).
Proof. Let Q be an ^P-pseudoconvex domain in the sense of Definition
2.1.3 of Kawai [7], p. 471 (see also Kawai [6]). Then the Oka-Cartan Kawai
Theorem B for Q shows that

(see Theorem 2.1.4 of Kawai [7], p. 471 and see also Kawai [6]). Thus the
complex obtained from the Corollary to Theorem 3.1 :
> 0

O

is exact. Since / '«(£2)'s are nuclear Frechet spaces and £ is a Frechet space,
the complex
j ^ O'j O{Si6
/ O -, Xy^
J7^ 0

$ ^> /©
^ O . l^ili
/ O -, 1SJ
J7\

-8

^»

••• -d

. >J&Q,nfO
& ' \i>£• y ^'^
Hi) -

>HU

is also exact by virtue of the isomorphism
/°'*(Q;E)£/ 0 '«(Q)<g>jE
and the Theorem 1.10 of Ion and Kawai [3], p. 9. Hence we obtain
HP(Q,E0) = Q
This completes the proof.

(p^l).
Q. E. D.
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